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We demonstrated for the first time an azimuthally polarized laser source from an electrically driven
metallic cavity nanolaser with a physical cavity volume of 0.146 k3 (k ¼ 1416 nm). Single TE01
mode lasing at 78 K was achieved by taking the advantages of the large free spectral range in such
nanoscale lasers and the azimuthal polarization of lasing emission was verified experimentally.
Mode shift controlled by device cavity radius was observed over a large wavelength range from
1.37 lm to 1.53 lm. Such metallic cavity nanolaser provides a compact electrically driven laser
C 2013 American Institute of Physics.
source for azimuthally polarized beam. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4775803]
The emerging of metallic cavity nanolasers1–3 and spasers has greatly impacted the development of semiconductor lasers as a new strategy for the miniaturization of lasers.7
As a byproduct of such miniaturization, purposeful selection
of single mode of specific properties becomes possible, especially the mode with a specific polarization. Among various
realizations of nanolasers,8–16 devices with circular geometry
exhibit interesting polarization properties. Radially polarized
lasing emission was observed in a metallic coaxial nanolaser.13 Yu et al.16 reported lasing emission with azimuthal
polarization from nanopatch lasers. As a subset of cylindrical
vector beams, azimuthally polarized beam has special applications such as particle trapping17 and high resolution
imaging.18 Numerous approaches have been developed to
generate azimuthally polarized light beams, including inserting optical components into YAG laser cavities19,20 to select
the lasing mode. Optical fibers21 and dielectric gratings22
were utilized to convert light beam to azimuthal polarization
as well. However, these methods are generally cumbersome.
Incorporating surface grating has been proven as an effective
approach to realize polarization control and stabilization in
vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs).23 Compact
light sources based on this approach for radially polarized
beam have been demonstrated.24 The two aforementioned
examples of metallic cavity nanolasers with radial13 and azimuthal16 polarizations are both under optical pumping. To
our best knowledge, there has not been any report on the
realization of a compact nanoscale electrically driven laser
source with azimuthal polarization.
As we will demonstrate in this paper, our metallic cavity
nanolaser exhibits single TE01 mode lasing with azimuthal
polarization. More importantly, this electrically driven laser
greatly simplifies its implementation in practical applications.
The device structure is shown in Fig. 1. An InP/InGaAs/InP
layer stack grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) is etched into circular pillars and then we
deposit SiN layer via plasma enhanced chemical vapor depo4–6
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sition (PECVD) for insulating purpose and also as a buffer
layer to push away optical field from lossy metal to improve
cavity quality factor (Q).25 Finally, the whole structure is
encapsulated in silver to form a metallic cavity. Electrical
injection is enabled through top and bottom contacts.
Detailed fabrication process is described in our previous publication.26 In this device, the vertical optical confinement is
not achieved through metal mirror or distributed Bragger
reflector14 (DBR), but by trapping optical mode in the
InGaAs segment with a higher refractive index. Through finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation, we calculated the resonance wavelengths of the three lowest order
modes HE11, TM01, and TE01 in the metallic nanocavity as a
function of semiconductor pillar radius (see Fig. 2(a)). The
free spectral ranges of these three modes are very large such
that only one mode will fall within the gain bandwidth of
InGaAs material for a given radius. Thus, operation of a single mode can be easily achieved. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
mode resonance wavelength shifts almost linearly with radius
through the entire InGaAs gain bandwidth. All these features
allow easily controllable realization of a single specific mode
with the associated polarization properties by adjusting device radius during the lithography step.
Among those three lowest modes, the TE01 (see Fig.
2(b)) is particularly interesting. The electric field of TE01
mode is dominated by the azimuthal component which is parallel to the surface of metal and has least interaction with
metal or in other words less metal loss. Therefore, relatively
high cavity quality factor (Q) can be achieved for TE01 mode
in a deep sub-wavelength metallic nanocavity. From our simulation, the Q value of TE01 mode in a cavity with semiconductor pillar radius of 190 nm and optimized SiN thickness of
120 nm (total cavity physical volume 0.125 k3, k ¼ 1543 nm)
is 363, corresponding to a threshold material gain of
959 cm1 which is achievable at room temperature under
electrical injection. The output emission of TE01 mode in free
space will preserve such azimuthal polarization. Fig. 2(c)
shows the simulated azimuthal electric field of TE01 mode
outside the cavity in the substrate. The azimuthal electric field
is the dominant component and shows a “donut” shape.
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FIG. 1. (a) Structure of a metallic cavity nanolaser with circular cross section. (b) Scanning
electron microscope image of an InP/InGaAs/
InP nano-pillar coated with SiN layer on its
sidewall. We etched away the SiN on top of the
pillar and deposited Ti/Pt/Au thus forming the
top n contact. Scale bar is 100 nm.

Therefore, the laser beam from such devices supporting TE01
mode will be azimuthally polarized.
We fabricated a series of devices with semiconductor pillar radius from 165 nm to 250 nm and SiN layer thickness at
120 nm. Measurements with DC current injection were performed at 78 K. Light output from a device was collected by
a 50 objective with 0.5 numerical aperture. Passing through
a beam splitter, half of the light was detected by a spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs array detector and the other half was directed to an InGaAs near
infrared (NIR) camera for imaging. Continuous wave (CW)
lasing was achieved at 78 K. Fig. 3(a) shows lasing character-

FIG. 2. (a) Resonance wavelengths of HE11, TM01, and TE01 modes in a metallic cavity nanolaser as a function of semiconductor pillar radius. Thickness of SiN layer is 30 nm for all the curves except the one with unfilled
squares, for which SiN thickness is 120 nm. Shaded gray region indicates
roughly the gain bandwidth of InGaAs material. (b) |E|2 field of TE01 mode
in Z-r plane. Cavity boundary is marked by white dashed rectangle. (c) Azimuthal component of the electric field of TE01 mode beneath the cavity bottom aperture at the vertical location in r-u plane, indicated by the white long
dashed line in (b).

istics from a device with a semiconductor pillar radius of
175 nm and a total cavity volume of 0.146 k3 (k ¼ 1416 nm),
including SiN layer. The L-I curve shows a threshold current
around 80 lA. The saturation of the spontaneous emission
confirms the lasing behavior. We also observed a linear resonance wavelength shift over a large wavelength range from
1.37 lm to 1.53 lm on devices with different radii (see Fig.
3(b)). A shifting slope defined as Dk/Dd (k: resonance wavelength, d: semiconductor pillar diameter) from the experimental result is 2.7, (shown in Fig. 2(a)) which matches the
value of 3.1 for TE01 mode from simulation quite well. To
confirm the azimuthal polarization of the lasing beam, we
took the images of the laser output after inserting a linear polarizer between the objective and camera.27 The azimuthal
polarization is characterized by the dark line splitting the
images along the polarizer direction (see Fig. 3(c)). Hence,
we demonstrate a compact nanoscale electrically driven laser
source for azimuthally polarized beam based on a metallic
cavity nanolaser supporting TE01 mode.
Compared to other compact light sources for cylindrical
vector beams, such as the surface grating VCSELs reported
by Cai et al.,24 our device is not only smaller but also offers a
reduction in fabrication complexity. First, vertical confinement in our nanolaser is achieved through trapping optical
mode in high refractive index gain material instead of reflection by DBR, thus eliminating the need for complex DBR
layer stack growth. Second, desired single TE01 mode lasing
can be ensured easily by controlling the radius of semiconductor pillar in lithography step, while design and fabrication
of surface grating for VCSELs is generally more sophisticated. On the other hand, the linewidth of our nanolaser is
about 2 nm, much broader than VCSELs.14,28 Such broad
linewidth is often seen in recently reported deep subwavelength metallic cavity nanolasers13,16,26 and can be
attributed to several reasons. First, due to the use of lossy
metal, small physical volume and lack of high reflection
DBR layers, the Q factor of metallic cavity nanolaser currently is generally lower than conventional semiconductor
lasers including VCSELs. Therefore, the operation of metallic cavity nanolaser is often limited to high threshold and low
output power, which eventually leads to broad linewidth.3,26
Second, the spontaneous emission factor b, the portion of
spontaneous emission coupled into the lasing mode, increases
in such small cavities and will broaden the linewidth as
well.29 Detailed discussion on linewidth of such metallic cavity nanolasers is beyond the scope of this paper.
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of metallic cavity nanolaser with horn-shaped antenna
waveguide. (b) Far field radiation pattern (|E|) of the nanolaser. Red dashed
curve corresponds to device with a horn antenna, showing both narrower
far-field lobes and smaller angle separation of two lobes than straight sidewall device (black solid line). The angle in this plot is with respect to the
cavity aperture plane and 90 is the direction normal to the aperture plane.

FIG. 3. (a) CW lasing characteristics from a device with total cavity volume
of 0.146 k3 (k ¼ 1416 nm). L-I curve shows a threshold current at 80 lA.
Inset is the lasing spectrum at 196 lA. (b) Linear dependence of resonance
wavelength on diameter from 1.37 lm to 1.53 lm, where the slope is 2.7. (c)
Laser output images taken by a NIR camera behind a linear polarizer in four
different orientations, as indicated by the white arrow. The dark line splitting
the image along the polarizer direction confirms the azimuthal polarization
of the laser output.

A major concern or drawback of this metallic cavity
nanolaser is the relatively large divergence angle of its output
beam, given the fact that the lasing emission inside the cavity
has to pass through a sub-wavelength aperture to escape to
the free space. For many applications, low divergence beam
with better directivity is preferred. Hill and Marell30 proposed
a solution to improve the output beam quality of nanolasers
supporting HE11 mode by including a horn antenna waveguide structure in the bottom cladding part of the cavity as
shown in Fig. 4(a). This approach also applies to this TE01
mode nanolasers. Simulation result in Fig. 4(b) shows that the

angle separation between the maxima of the two lobes of
TE01 mode reduces from 64 to 46 after including a horn
structure with the angle width of each reduced from 31 to
22 . The improved beam divergence angle (full angle at half
maximum intensity) is 74 , which is about 3–4 times the
value of VCSELs with a much larger aperture diameter on the
order of microns.31 Though this divergence is still too large
for direct implementation in certain practical on-chip applications and on-chip microlens will be required for collimation
or focusing,32 we think improved beam quality may help to
relieve requirements on such micro-optics needed. The height
of the tapered region in this simulation is h ¼ 700 nm and its
sidewall tilting angle is 20 . Since the sidewall angle of InP
pillar can be controlled in the CH4/H2 inductively coupled
plasma etching process by adjusting etching parameters,33
this horn antenna waveguide structure is indeed achievable in
our fabrication.
In conclusion, we demonstrated CW lasing from a metallic cavity nanolaser with a total cavity volume of 0.146 k3
(k ¼ 1416 nm) under electrical injection. The azimuthal
polarization of the output beam is verified. To our knowledge,
this is the first report of a nanoscale laser source with electrical injection for azimuthally polarized beam. Some features
of this device, such as single mode operation and tunable lasing wavelength over a large range, could be desirable for certain applications. Potential improvement of beam quality
using a horn antenna structure is also demonstrated through a
simulation. Currently, the CW operation temperature of our
device is limited to 78 K, far below the room temperature as
predicted in our simulation. We believe that the reason can
mainly be attributed to the device degradation due to poor
heat dissipation and surface recombination related to the thick
SiN layer (120 nm) used. Through optimizing device design
and improving fabrication, it is possible to reduce the lasing
threshold and alleviate the thermal issue, so that improved device performances including narrower linewidth and room
temperature operation are expected.
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